mal way in which given carry-save adders can be combined into carry-save networks. Their work produces, in particular, multiplication circuits of depth 3.71 logz n (these circuits put out two numbers whose sum is the result of the multiplication).
In this work an extension of the above general theory is obt ainecl. We now consider carry-save adders that may receive inputs and produce outputs using several different represent ation methods. We describe the optimal way of utilising any such collection of carry-save adders.
The optimality proof uses the min-max theorem of game theory.
By using several different representation standards, the depth of multiplication circuits can be surprisingly reduced to 3.48 log2 n (again two output numbers are produced). We introduce bit level redundancy by using a novel coding scheme in which each bit is distributed over four wires, Interestingly, the information on these four wires is usually not transmit ted simultaneously. An application of this general theory to the specific We have found three transmission standards so, S1
and S2 for which each of the units shown there is realizable using 2-input binary gates. Thus the depth 3.48 log2 n obtained does correspond to a reaJ construction.
In the next section we describe the three transmission standards so, S1 and S2 and describe the construction of the units shown in Fig. 1 
We may therefore taked~= aVbanddQ=(a Ab)Vc.
A description of the unit we get, which we call unit A is given in Fig. 2 
Causality
To get constructions that match the lower bounds of the previous section, we need to assume that the gadgets with which we are dealing are causal. 
Construct ions in the future, but
We can now present our constructions. We are left with the term n ch'(z; s 
